
 

The 3AA LIGHTHOUSE SINGLE BEAM is a mul-
ti-functional personal lighting device and avai-
lable with or without the magnetic base. It can 
be handheld like a traditional flashlight, worn 
on a safety vest or other clothing.

Magnetically mounted on a metal work area, 
or stood up on any flat surface it allows a 
hands-free lighting of your working area. 
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3aa Lighthouse 

ADJUSTABLE HEAD
By far the most popular feature of this 
light is its adjustable head. The adjus-
table head can be rotated 360° or tilted 
up and down 120°. 
The tilt angle can be locked by tigh-
tening the knob on the side of the 
Lighthouse, so that the adjustable 
head remains in position and shines 
light exactly where you want it. 
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CONVENIENT MAGNETIC BASE 
The magnetic base of the Lighthouse 
light attracts to any metallic surfa-
ce containing iron, it allows a hands 
free lighting and makes it easy to light 
difficult areas. As it can be mounted 
almost anywhere it is perfect for auto 
body work, electrical, utility or just 
every day use.

technical details

Lumens / Beam Distance / Burn Time: 
Spot Beam:   228 lm / 147 m / 8,4 hrs 
Dimensions:  53,3 x 38,1 x 182 mm 
Weight:  105 - 125 g (no batteries), 
 174 - 195 g (with batteries)
Battery Type:   3 x AA Alkaline Disposable
Lamp Type: eLED
Waterproof: 1 m

• Spot Beam
• Pivoting Head for use as hand-held flashlight
• Neodymium Magnet - mounts to any steel surface 
  (only 510403F + 510405)
• Non-Slip Rubber Base - for self-standing area light
  (only 510403F + 510405)

features

part no.

3AA LIGHTHOUSE LIGHTS

510403F SINGLE BEAM, MAGNETIc BASE, BATTErIES, BLISTEr 
510405   SINGLE BEAM, MAGNETIc BASE, NO BATTErIES, BULk 

510408F SINGLE BEAM, NO MAGNETIC BASE, 
 BATTErIES, BLISTEr  
510407   SINGLE BEAM, NO MAGNETIC BASE, 
 NO BATTErIES, BULk 

Intrinsically safe Zone 0,1,2,20,21,22  
SEV 18 ATEX 0177X  
II 1G Ex ia op is IIC T4 Ga  
II 1D Ex ia op is IIIC T75°C Da  

 

certification zone 0 + 20

NYLON POCKET CLIP
The nylon pocket clip allows the Ligh-
thouse light to be used as a wearable, 
right-angle light. The pocket clip can 
be affixed to any jacket or work clo-
thes you can think of. The material is 
durable so that the clip will stay firmly 
in place. 

pocket clip
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The shown metal clip must be purchased separately. 
The delivery always includes a Nylon clip.

SINGLE BEAM
If you want to spot lighting a more 
distant object or need to look into tu-
bing or narrow openings, the SINGLE 
BEAM Lighthouse that delivers a nar-
row spot beam is just perfect. 
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